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Part 1:
Industry Background
ASEAN’s hospitality and tourism industry has been booming year on
year, peaking at 108 million tourist arrivals in 2015. According to The
Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index 2017 by the World Economic
Forum, the ASEAN 61, i.e. Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines,
Indonesia and Vietnam are in the top 80 among 132 countries, with
Singapore topping the group (at 13) and Philippines ranking the
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Figure 1: Experiences vs Things
Source: Evercore ISI
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Even though this inclination towards spending on experiences may not be as strong in Southeast Asia as compared to the United States, there is an
evident increase in Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam and Malaysia, and it is set to grow in the years to come (Figure 2 & 3).
The rise in online penetration has also changed travelling behaviour as we know it. Many are now choosing to travel in smaller groups, or even alone
and prefer to self-manage trips by booking online. Online travel agencies (OTAs) such as Expedia and TripAdvisor have changed the way people
search, evaluate and share information on travel. With a common platform to share and access past experiences, people are armed with a wealth
of information which they can use to better choose from a vast array of travel options.
The rise of online platforms has also led to rising demand for real time data such as room rates. Organisations have started to prioritise social
platforms to meet the expectations of customers as well as to handle brand reputation issues. The increase in popularity of the sharing economy
has also given travellers an alternative to indulge in unique experiences as opposed to the usual hotel accommodation, with the help of companies
like Airbnb and HomeAway.
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Figure 2: % Expenditure on Hotels
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Airbnb entered the Southeast Asian market in 2012 and listings have
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been increasing ever since. Airbnb has attained 500,000 listings in
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Asia as of January 2017, with inventory growth surpassing that of the
growth of hotels. Listings from Asia-Pacific grew by 130% year-on-year
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hotel rooms available in ASEAN 6 increased by just 2.85% in 2016 (Figure
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behind the market leaders (especially after the merger of Marriott
International and Starwood Hotels in 2016). But, hotels are already

Figure 4: Hotel rooms available

feeling the squeeze in sales and occupancy rates from these
disruptors. According to a report by JLL, such home-sharing
platforms could lead to a reduction in number of hotel rooms needed
to accommodate the same number of travellers4. Furthermore, JLL
expects Airbnb listings in Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur to increase
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their total inventory by 15% and boost occupied room nights by
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Navigating this report
This report is broken into three sections: Hotels, Sharing Economy and Online Travel Agents (OTA’s).
We will look at content from Facebook, Twitter and Instagram – focusing both on the brand’s
owned communication channels (e.g. their own Facebook brand page), as well as their earned
media (e.g. the public talking about them). We will also look at online editorial media.
The following report looks at insights and takeaways from the data gathered. We will explore
metrics such as average posts per week, share of voice, average interactions per post, sentiment,
popular posts, etc., to draw conclusions about the performance of brand against one another.
Each brand mentioned also has an associated Fact Sheet, which is located at the end of this
report. These Fact Sheets have an in-depth analysis of each company, including all the data
points used to draw insights in the report.

Methodology
Using Meltwater’s media intelligence platform, we tracked the total mentions of each brand on
online news and social media channels. Upon analysing the data, the top post of the top two
peaks across the time period were chosen based on volume of mentions. Sentiment analysis,
through classification of mentions into positive, neutral or negative sentiments were conducted

Scope of data:
•

October 2016 – March 2017

for the two months with the highest peaks.

•

We found the top journalists on online news publications and top advocates on social media

•

interactions. We also analysed millions of interactions on social media to assess trending themes,
across ASEAN 6. We ignored brand names and the country in which the brand is situated in, then
took the top ten remaining words and combined them.
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News channels data:
April 2016 – March 2017

based on the number of articles or posts written by them about these brands. We looked at
the most active Facebook pages for each brand across ASEAN 6, based on the total number of

Social channels data:

Twitter Interactions:
Retweets, Favourites, Replies

•

Instagram Interactions:
Likes, Comments

•

Facebook Interactions:
Likes, Comments, Shares

Part 2:
Hotel Brands
Introduction

through these new entrants, resulting in consolidation to increase
scale. With the growing threat from the industry’s biggest rival,

Mergers and acquisitions, technological innovations and the rise

Airbnb, hotels must rethink their business model by innovating,

in short term rental sites and OTAs are just a few of the changes

collaborating and customising to stay relevant. Data analytics is

that the hotel industry has been facing over the last few years.

transforming how the hotel industry does business, using big data to
formulate strategy.

Asia’s hospitality sector boasts a growth of 4% to 5% per annum

5

making it attractive for companies such as Airbnb, HomeAway,

Chinese tourists have become a force to be reckoned with. China has

Expedia and Agoda to enter the market. Customers are now

become the region’s largest source of tourists, excluding intra-ASEAN

better informed with sites like Tripadvisor and Airbnb, giving them

travellers, making up 17% of total tourist arrivals in 2015 in ASEAN6.

alternative choices for accommodation. They have also become

Hotel brands have started to adjust to this by taking into consideration

more empowered through social media, where their voices can

cultural interests, what digital platforms to leverage on and what type

drive change.

of conversations they should be having on social media. This report
will be focusing on the top hotel brands, which have a strong presence

The merger of Marriott and Starwood in September 2016 and

in ASEAN — Shangri-La, Sheraton, Marina Bay Sands, Ritz-Carlton

AccorHotels and Fairmont-Raffles in July 2016 could be a sign

and W Hotels.

that the hotel industry acknowledges the challenges they will face
5

‘Why hotel mega mergers are choking the life from Asia’s Hospitality Industry’, Forbes 25 Oct 2016

6

‘Top ten country/regional sources of visitors to ASEAN’, Asean
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Below are the properties that these hotels have in this region:
No.

1

2

Hotel Brands

Locations

Shangri-La

Shangri-La Hotel, Jakarta
Shangri-La Residences, Jakarta
Shangri-La Hotel, Surabaya
Hotel Jen Puteri Harbour
Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort & Spa
Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru Resort & Spa
Putrajaya Shangri-La, Malaysia
Shangri-La Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
Golden Sands Resort, Penang
Shangri-La’s Rasa Sayang Resort
Hotel Jen, Penang
Traders Hotel, Kuala Lumpur

Shangri-La’s Boracay Resort & Spa
Shangri-La’s Mactan Resort & Spa
Makati Shangri-La, Manila
Edsa Shangri-La, Manila
Shangri-La at the Fort, Manila
Hotel Jen Manila
Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore
Shangri-La’s Rasa Sentosa Resort & Spa
Hotel Jen Tanglin Singapore
Hotel Jen Orchardgateway Singapore
Shangri-La Hotel, Bangkok
Shangri-La Hotel, Chiang Mai

Ritz-Carlton

Ritz-Carlton, Bali
Ritz-Carlton Jakarta, Mega Kuningan
Ritz-Carlton Jakarta, Pacific Place
Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur

Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore
Ritz-Carlton, Langkawi
Ritz-Carlton, Koh Samui
Phulay Bay
Mandapa

Sheraton Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel
Sheraton Towers Singapore
Royal Orchid Sheraton Hotel & Towers
Sheraton Lampung Hotel
Sheraton Bandung Hotel & Towers
Sheraton Grand Jakarta Gandaria Hotel
Sheraton Surabaya Hotel & Towers
Sheraton Hanoi Hotel

Sheraton Saigon Hotel & Towers
Sheraton Nha Trang Hotel & Spa
Sheraton Mustika Yogyakarta Resort
Sheraton Bali Kuta Resort
Sheraton Senggigi Beach Resort
Sheraton Hua Hin Resort & Spa
Sheraton Samui Resort
Sheraton Hua Hin Pranburi Villas

3

Sheraton

4

Marina Bay Sands

5

W Hotels

W Bali- Seminyak
W Singapore- Sentosa Cove
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W Bangkok
W Retreat Koh Samui

Hotel brand analysis
SHARE OF VOICE

7%

2%

Marina
Bay Sands

W Hotels

27%

Sheraton

Marina
Bay Sands

W Hotels

27%

Sheraton
28%

32%

Share of voice (SOV) is the volume of the
brand’s mentions divided by the industry

MENTION OF
HOTELS ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

MENTION OF
HOTELS ON NEWS

mentions (five brands in this case). In the
hotel industry, Sheraton dominated share
of voice in both News and Social of earned
media with Shangri-La and Marina Bay Sands
coming in 2nd and 3rd respectively for news
channels and 3rd and 2nd respectively for
social channels.

Ritz
Carlton

Ritz
Carlton
12%

14%

Shangri-La

27%

Upon analysing where the bulk of the content originates from, we found that the top 2 countries
contributing the most amount of content on social are as follows:
•

Shangri-La: Philippines (45%) and Indonesia (23%)

•

Ritz-Carlton: Indonesia (61%) and Malaysia (13%)

•

Sheraton: Indonesia (69%) and Malaysia (10%)

•

MBS: Malaysia (48%) and Singapore (31%)

•

W Hotels: Thailand (65%) and Indonesia (14%)

We must also take into account that some hotels have more properties than others, which is
reflected in the SOV%.
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Shangri-La

24%

Brands

# of Hotels

Shangri-La

24

Sheraton

16

Marina Bay
Sands

1

Ritz-Carlton

9

W Hotels

4

The exception to this is Marina Bay Sands. MBS has become a Singaporean landmark and a must-see destination in Asia.
Recently, Singapore Tourism Board poked back at CBS show Criminal Minds for their inaccurate portrayal of Singapore, through a post, featuring an image
of Marina Bay Sands, with the caption “Criminally Shiok” showing how intrinsically linked the hotel is with Singapore. The word “Shiok” is commonly used in
Singapore to convey a feeling of great satisfaction.
A tweet by Twitter user @Blvvck (9k followers) garnered the largest reach on social media for MBS, after being retweeted 613 times.
There are occasionally some peaks in the presence of a brand when they hold events or have events that are held nearby. One event that was held
near Marina Bay Sands was iLight Marina Bay, Asia’s leading sustainable light art festival. Twitter user @Xavierlur (160k followers) received 2,201
retweets for his tweet regarding GastroBeats at iLight.
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Positive
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Neutral

Negative

100
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Social media is a great platform to understand customer satisfaction

80

and loyalty. Social media users tend to share and promote their favourite

70

same experience.

60
Percentage

brands, but also publicise bad customer service to deter others from the

50
40
30

Sentiment analysis is the first step towards understanding brand

20

reputation. While getting thousands of mentions on news and social

10

media may seem like a wonderful thing, marketers never know if they

0 Marina Bay Sands

are worth celebrating unless they analyse the sentiment behind the

W Hotels

Positive

Ritz Carlton

Neutral

Sheraton

Shangri-La

Negative

posts. It gives share of voice a context – Positive, Neutral or Negative,
allowing marketers to know when to celebrate.

News Mentions

Sentiment analysis can flag content to marketers but of course it does

Positive

not tell them how to act. Marketers can first filter the negative sentiment
and ensure that stakeholders are aware of the conversations, or take

Neutral

Negative

100
90

action by responding directly (offline or online).

80
70

As seen from the graphs to the right, Marina Bay Sands tops both news
Although both Shangri-La and Sheraton had the highest SOV in news
and social media among the hotels analysed, both brands have a lower

Percentage

and social for positive sentiment, followed by W Hotels and Ritz-Carlton.

60
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percentage of positive mentions, with a bulk of the sentiment being

20

neutral.

10
0 Marina Bay Sands

W Hotels
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Ritz Carlton

Neutral

Sheraton
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Social Media Mentions
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Shangri-La

Analysing the use of owned communication channels

Brands who interact with their audiences more
frequently will find that it is easier to maintain

OVERVIEW

engagement rates and keep their fans coming
back for more. Users tend to follow and interact
with social media pages where they are able

The social media handles listed below are used for analysis in this report:

to get something in return — in the form of
Facebook Interactions

No.

Twitter Interactions

No.

Instagram Interactions

No.

promotions and giveaways, or exclusive news.
Word-of-mouth recommendation from friends

@ritzcarltonbali

182,763

@Ritzcarlton

15,098

@ritzcarlton

617,880

@edsashangrila

111,719

@ShangriLaHotels

13,070

@wbaliseminyak

137,611

source to consumers in Southeast Asia, according

@marinabaysands

67,301

@marinabaysands

3,768

@marinabaysands

102,115

second.

@wbaliseminyak

24,143

@whotels

2,414

@shangrilasg

37,623

Hotel brands have been using their owned

and family continues to be the most trusted
to a report by Nielsen7. Owned channels came

social media channels to push out and control
@royalorchidsheratonhotel

15,526

@sheratonhotels

1,300

@sheratonsurabaya

31,668

their messaging, taking full ownership of their
communication channels. This emphasises the

Notes:
1.
2.

importance of customer service on social media.

Ritz-Carlton’s global Instagram account is used for comparison as they do not have localised accounts.
They have centralised their social media communications, hence the interactions are higher.

Ritz-Carlton topped Twitter and Facebook

All hotels’ global Twitter accounts were used for ease of comparison since some brands do not have

interactions. Among localised accounts for

localised accounts.

Instagram in ASEAN 6, W Bali topped the number
of interactions.

Word-of-mouth is especially important to the hotel industry, but owned social channels come
second, indicating the importance of taking ownership of them.
7

‘Word-Of-Mouth Recommendations Remain The Most Credible Source of Advertising among Southeast

Asian Consumers’, Nielsen 29 Sep 2015
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Insights from Facebook

60

45,000

53
50

Since each brand has multiple sub-brands and various Facebook

The Ritz-Carlton, Bali (ID), Royal Orchid Sheraton Hotel & Towers (TH),
Marina Bay Sands (SG), W Bali - Seminyak (ID).

POSTING FREQUENCY vs INTERACTIONS

40
Number of Posts

accounts of each hotel brand, namely: Edsa Shangri-La, Manila (PH),

37,500

45

33

34

28

30

30,000
22,500

20

15,000

10

7,500

0

October

The relationship between posting frequency and interactions is difficult

November

December

Posts

January

February

Interactions

March

Number of Interactions

accounts, insights are drawn by analysing the most active Facebook

45

0

Edsa Shangri-La

to establish.
On one side, when posting frequency and the interactions trend

On the other hand, the brand could have reached plateaued interest due

similarly (for example, as seen in the graph of W Bali), it could signal

to the type of content they post, indicating that there is limited virality

that the brand is an expert at content marketing and is able to deliver

in their posts. Also, a higher frequency of posts does not guarantee a

well targeted posts.

corresponding high amount of interaction (as seen in the example of
Edsa Shangri-La).

50

40

40

Content is king. Interaction is directly proportional to the kind of content

6000

45
39

38

37

posted, which should correspond to consumer preference. By analysing

4800

the types of posts during the peaks, insights can be derived to understand

30

3600

20

2400

10

1200

0

Oct

Nov

Dec

Posts

Jan

Feb

Interactions

W Bali
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Mar

0

Number of Interactions

Number of Posts

32

what type of content normally performs better with fans. Peaks in
interactions usually occur due to viral posts in that certain month.

250

THE MILLION DOLLAR QUESTION THAT ALL MARKETERS WANT
ANSWERS TO

evident trend. Looking at the five hotel brands, we are able to see there
is no correlation.
With no trend between frequency of posting and engagement rate,
this further emphasises that content quality is more important than the

219

200
Number of Facebook posts

engagement. Mathematically, it seems logical. But in reality, there is no

1,200

231

1,000

181
158

150

800
600

100
400
50

0

Average Interaction per post

Many marketers may believe that the more they post, the higher the

239

200

Edsa
Shangri-La

W Bali

Marina Bay
Sands

Number of Facebook posts

Royal Orchid
Sheraton

Ritz Carlton
Bali

0

Average Interaction per post

quantity of content.
Deep diving into the peaks of volume of interactions will enable us to understand what kind of content consumers typically prefer and what provokes a
reaction. Based on the types of posts in these months, it is possible to identify patterns and gain insights about the potential type of content that can be posted
in order to gain sustained engagement from followers. By using media monitoring and analysis tools, brands are able to identify the peaks in mentions and fan
interactions, and change their content strategy accordingly. Below are some posts with the most amount of interaction within the time frame for each hotel:
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General trends
Giveaways are most frequently used on Facebook since it is an easy tactic to increase engagement in terms of shares, comments, etc. With beautiful visuals
of the property, users are able to virtually experience and visualise themselves at the hotel, fuelling their wanderlust.

Edsa Shangri-La enticed its followers with K-Pop
concert tickets and offered two VIP concert
tickets to EXO Planet in exchange for a two-night
stay at the hotel. Both posts on the giveaway
were widely shared by fans, with a combined
total of more than 2,000 shares. This could
illustrate a deep interest in K-Pop by Filipinos,
and provides Edsa Shangri-La more justification
to hold similar giveaways in the future as part of
its event campaigns.
Ritz-Carlton Bali enticed its followers with
editorial like photos, garnering close to 40,000
likes. This could indicate the desire of fans of this
page to travel to exotic locations.

Edsa Shangri-La, Manila (PH)

The Ritz-Carlton, Bali (ID)

The general trend for the top three posts for each of the five Facebook handles are giveaways
and promotions coupled with editorial-like photos.
15 | Digital Disruption of the Hospitality Industry

Royal Orchid Sheraton posted content related
to the Songkran Festival, something unique
to Thailand. With such a unique culture
in Thailand, leveraging on cultural events
potentially enhances reader engagement.

Marina Bay Sands (SG)

MBS gains the most engagement through
their photos of Singapore’s skyline and the
MBS towers. Content is focused on promoting
upcoming events and their F&B outlets, rather
than their hotel facilities.

W Bali - Seminyak (IN)
W Bali gains the most engagement through
editorial like photos – food, scenery and fitness
classes for charity. W Hotels’ social media
content positions the hotel more as a lifestyle
brand rather than a hotel, appealing to their
relatively younger audience.
Royal Orchid Sheraton Hotel & Towers (TH)
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Insights from Twitter

Interesting findings:

Insights are drawn by analysing the most active
Twitter accounts of each brand, namely:

On average, the Ritz-Carlton Twitter account replies to 24 tweets a day,
without missing a day from February 2017 to March 2017, peaking at 45

•

@ritzcarlton

tweets on 23 March 2017. This was higher than any of the other hotels, who

•

@sheratonhotels

normally replied around one to two tweets a day on average.

•

@marinabaysands

•

@whotels

•

@shangrilahotels

tweets a day, higher than other hotels with an average of two tweets a day.

Note: Global accounts were used across all hotel

The number of followers is not related to the number of tweets and

brands in order to maintain consistency as all of

interactions that the brand has with their customers across all five Twitter

them do not have localized twitter handles.

handles. For example, Sheraton has 63,629 followers with 1,300 total

Shangri-La tweeted every day from 1 Oct 2016 to 31 March 2017, averaging 11

interactions while MBS has 27,551 followers with 3,768 total interactions
(Data as of 31st March 2017).

Hotel brands ranked
according to number
of Twitter replies:
1. @Ritzcarlton (1,390)
2. @ShangriLaHotels (855)
3. @sheratonhotels (238)
4. @marinabaysands (160)
5. @whotels (86)
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Ritz-Carlton is the front runner on Twitter, gaining a large part of both share
of followers (46%) and share of interactions (42%).

Number of followers does not correlate with the number of tweets and interactions that the brand has with their customers across all five Twitter handles, as
seen from the examples below:
500
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453

450

62,000

200

61,500

141

150

93

100

6

4
Oct

75
6

Nov

1
Dec

Tweets
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61,000
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Feb

2
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28,000

793
725

720
Number of Tweets & Interactions

250

871

670

27,500

630

27,250

540
450

27,000

393
316

360

26,750

270

26,500

180

60,500

90

60,000

0

27,750

Number of Followers

62,500

300

0

810

63,000

350

50

900

63,500

Number of Followers

Number of Tweets & Interactions

400

64,000

76

69

Oct

39

Nov

Dec

Tweets

Followers

Sheraton

40

71

34

Jan

Interactions

Feb

26,250

Mar

26,000

Followers

Marina Bay Sands

Across all Twitter handles, followers increase month-on-month. However, it is not always a numbers game. Followers do not necessarily mean that the brand
is gaining more awareness or loyalty. There are several kinds of followers that are irrelevant – Inactive users, bots, fake profiles and many more. They inflate
statistics without adding any real value to the brand.
Ritz-Carlton is the front runner on Twitter, gaining

Marina Bay
Sands

the lion’s share of both share of followers (46%)
and share of interactions (42%). This can be
attributed to Ritz-Carlton’s reputation and how

Sheraton

4%

Marina Bay Sands
10%

Sheraton

W Hotels

W Hotels

16%

7%

23%

they leverage on Twitter. Among the five hotels,

RELATIVE
SHARE OF
FOLLOWERS

Ritz-Carlton replies to tweets most frequently, an
average of 24 tweets per day and a total of 1,390
replies in February and March 2017.
Ritz
Carlton
46%
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7%

RELATIVE
SHARE OF
INTERACTIONS

Shangri-La
8%

Ritz
Carlton
42%

Shangri-La
37%

Hotel brands tend to use Twitter for customer service management and
less for marketing8 as Twitter is a real-time, conversational tool. For agile brands, they can capitalise on this by monitoring complaints made
about rival hotels and responding directly to these individuals.
Across all five Twitter handles, the replies in response to customers’
tweets revolve around:
1.

Answering queries

2. Thanking customers for sharing their memories with them
3. Apologising for issues
A hotel brand’s customer service is of utmost importance. Social media,
especially Twitter, is a great platform for customer service management.
It gives hotels the opportunity to quickly and directly respond to
customers.

A 2014 study shows that on average, hotels take more than 7 hours to
respond on Twitter, with less than 20% of customers mentions receiving
replies.
All five hotel brands in this report engage in some form of customer service
on Twitter. Something worth noting is that all five hotel brands do not have
automated replies and instead have manual responses for all posts.

Twitter is less effective for content marketing, more effective for customer service
8 ‘Hotels should use Twitter for customer service, not marketing’, Travel Tripper 14 Oct 2
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After analysing millions of conversations, these words were the most commonly used throughout each Twitter handle. The majority of them were hashtags,
which help to group together posts.

Brand

Top Keywords

@shangrilahotels

#ExpediaChat

@ritzcarlton

#RCMemories

@juliagtelles

Explanation
Expedia holds a Q&A session on Twitter, moderated
by a travel expert every Wednesday
Hashtag that Ritz-Carlton uses to engage with their
customers and to aggregate posts by users

Sheraton partnered with Showtime to bring travel
guides inspired by customer’s favourite series and

@sheratonhotels

characters. The top keyword features @juliagelles
who is the Actress of The Affair, Winner of Best TV
Series, Drama at the 2015 Golden Globes, giving a
tour of New York City.
#MondayFunday

@marinabaysands

#TravelTuesday
#FoodieFriday

Hashtags that MBS uses throughout the week

#WeekendWanders
#SpotlightSaturday
#Wcfda
@whotels

W Hotel promoted its partnership with Fashion
Incubator with this hashtag.
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Insights from Instagram

Interesting findings:

Insights are drawn by analysing the most active
Instagram accounts of each brand, namely:

Among the four localised accounts (excluding Ritz-Carlton’s global
account), W Bali had the most number of interactions (137,611).

•

@shangrilasg

•

@ritzcarlton

W Bali posted every day from 1 Oct 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 with the exception of

•

@wbaliseminyak

17th December 2016, making them the brand that posts the most frequently

•

@marinabaysands

amongst all its competitors.

•

@sheratonsurabaya
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200
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400,000
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300,000

81

200,000

100
50
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0
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Number of Followers & Interactions

700,000
600,000

319

299

@ritzcarlton

@wbaliseminyak

Posts

@marinabaysands

Followers

@shangrilasg

@sheratonsurabaya

0

Interactions

Excluding Ritz-Carlton’s global account, W Bali’s Instagram received the most number of interaction as
compared to the other three brands. Interestingly for W Bali, MBS and Shangri-La Singapore, there is a
trend between the number of posts they had and the interactions they received. Sheraton Surabaya on
the other hand, had the highest number of posts but, received the least number of interactions.
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The general trend of top posts on Instagram are editorial-like, luxurious photos which capture the attention of Instagram users. This should come as no surprise
since the hotels are keen to use their Instagram posts as an extension of their brand identity.

@ritzcarlton: Sunset photos and skylines;

@shangrilasg (SG): Top posts had a floral

@wbaliseminyak (ID): Editorial backgrounds

editorial-like photos

background — Editorial-like photos.

showing the views at W Bali.

@marinabaysands: All top posts had the MBS

@sheratonsurabaya (ID): Two out of three top

skyline, advertising various events held at MBS.

posts were related to Christmas while all three
top posts were photos of the lobby of Sheraton
Surabaya.
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Case Study:

Ritz-Carlton uses social media as a platform

Ritz-Carlton

created when customers stay at Ritz-Carlton

for memory storing after lifelong memories are
hotels. As with all other hotels, Ritz-Carlton

Ritz-Carlton has the highest number of

makes use of luxurious visuals of their hotels to

interactions on social media on Twitter and

attract readers. Twitter is used to encourage

Facebook.

guests to share their memories with them, using
the hashtag #RCmemories. This helps to evoke

As of 31 March 2017, Ritz-Carlton has 191,741

an emotional response to the brand.

followers on Twitter and 282,372 followers on
their Instagram page (@ritzcarlton).

On Instagram, most Ritz-Carlton posts rely on
user-generated content where they repost users’

The top posts with most interaction on Ritz-

photos with the hashtag #RCmemories onto their

Carlton Bali Facebook page feature photos

feed.

focusing on the scenery at Ritz-Carlton Bali —
sand, sea and sunsets.

Because they are guest photos, the brand creates
a stronger bond with their fans and it also has
higher credibility to other customers since they
are not professionally curated by their PR or
marketing team.

“Social media is as much a
customer service tool as the
ladies and gentlemen who would
stand in the lobby ready to assist
a guest.”

Allison Sitch
VP of Public Relations,
Marriott International
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Part 3:
Sharing Economy
Overview

The referral program encouraged users to invite their friends by

Airbnb is the market leader for the home sharing economy in

gifting both the sender and recipient travel credits when the invited

ASEAN 6 mainly because it enjoyed a first mover advantage. As

user has completed their first stay11. Airbnb relies heavily on word-of-

of 2016, Airbnb has a valuation of USD $30 billion which is nearly

mouth to build its network of hosts and guests.

eight times more than its closest competitor, HomeAway (which
Expedia bought for $3.9 billion last year)9. Airbnb saw a revenue

One reason why the sharing economy may have become so successful

growth of 113% in 2015 and 89% in 2016 while Expedia saw an

is that 78% of consumers in Asia Pacific are willing to share their

average growth rate of just 19% over the same period. This could

own assets while 81% are willing to rent from others, well above the

be because Airbnb’s prices are typically much lower than the

global average of 68% and 66% respectively, according to Nielsen’s

average hotel room rate. Data shows that those who stayed at

2014 survey. It is worthy to note that consumers in Indonesia (87%),

an Airbnb spent an average of 26% less per night than those who

Philippines (85%) and Thailand (84%) are in the top five globally

stayed in hotels10.

who are likely to engage with the sharing economy12.

According to Airbnb’s former director of SEA, Jia Jih Chai, there
were two things that helped Airbnb in Southeast Asia – product
referrals and social media influencers.
9 ‘Airbnb faces growing pains as it passes 100 million guests’, Bloomberg 11 Jul 2016

11 ‘Interview with Jia Jih Chai’, Innoationiseverywhere Oct 2016

10 ‘Airbnb’s revenue soars 89 percent’, Bizjournals 1 Sep 2016

12 ‘Global consumers embrace the share economy’, Nielsen 28 May 2014
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Even disruptors are not immune to the disruption cycle. Rivalling

Sharing Economy brand analysis

Airbnb in the home sharing economy is HomeAway. Airbnb’s large
global presence and marketing efforts are the main reasons why

SHARE OF VOICE

HomeAway have become overshadowed13. HomeAway was founded
in February 2005, but only entered the Southeast Asian market in

As seen from the graph, Airbnb has the largest News and Social Media

2013 through the acquisition of TravelMob, a Singapore-based

volume on Earned Media, which marries with the fact that they are the

company. It has since become a contender for market leader after

undisputed market leader for the sharing economy in ASEAN 6 as well as

being acquired by global giant, Expedia in 2016.

globally.

Upscale hotels do not consider Airbnb and other competitors
a big threat, as the hotels claim they have a different target

60,000

market. However, in a recent statement given by Allen Smith,
his comments seem to acknowledge the fact that Airbnb will
grow into a considerable threat soon enough if hotel brands do
not adapt to the changing market.

50,000
Number of Mentions

Global President and Chief Executive Officer of Four Seasons,

68,016

70,000

40,000
30,000
20,000

12,627

10,000

708 768

“If you don’t [focus on refining guest service
and staying on top of emerging trends],
the risk is that the relevance of your brand
diminishes over time regardless of what a
great company this is.”

0

Airbnb

78

HomeAway

News

66

FlipKey

81

27

Roomorama

29

2

Pandabed

Social

As with the hotel brands, share of voice for news and social media
share the same pattern, with Airbnb holding the top position, followed
by HomeAway, FlipKey, Roomorama and Pandabed. With this trend,
share of voice seems to correspond to their market share in the sharing

Allen Smith
CEO,
Four Seasons Hotels
and Resorts

economy industry.
In this industry, where word-of-mouth is very influential, a larger share of
voice on news or social media would mean a heightened awareness for
the brand which would lead to an increase in market share – taking care

13 ‘HomeAway out to grow the homestay market in Asia’, TheEdgeProperty 5 Sep 2016
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to ensure that the sentiment is positive or neutral as well.

Analysing the use of owned communication channels
Facebook Interactions
@airbnb

2,535,475

@airbnbsingapore

23,474

@airbnbthailand

31,591

@airbnbmalaysia

153,644

@airbnbphilippines

445,959

@airbnbindonesia

287,440

@homeaway

1,419,296

@HomeAwayIndonesia

53,901

@HomeAwayAsia

89,079

@flipkey
@roomorama

Twitter Interactions

Instagram Interactions

@airbnb

294,561

@airbnb

5,733,127

@homeaway

7,822

@homeaway

86,739

2,337

@flipkey

680

@flipkey_vacation

4,551

27

@roomorama

1

@roomorama

5,846

Notes:
1.

For better comparisons, Airbnb accounts in ASEAN and HomeAway’s Indonesia and Asia’s account will be
grouped together for this section.

2.

Localised accounts are used for Airbnb and HomeAway when comparing across hotels, sharing economy
and OTAs.

With country-specific accounts, Airbnb is able to share more relevant, localised content and better
engage with their customers. This is especially important in ASEAN and specifically in the six countries
due to how different they are in terms of language, culture, need and regulation. As such, a multi-country
presence on social media is a good idea.
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Posting frequency on social media for the sharing economy is

300

strongly correlated with the amount of interactions. This is most

250

likely attributed to the fact that interactions are related to the

5,000,000

Airbnb and HomeAway, being the top two undisputed market
leaders, have the highest interactions across different social
media channels. One interesting point to note is that whilst

Number of Posts
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HomeAway Indonesia and HomeAway Asia combined have

0

more posts on Facebook, Airbnb has a much greater number of

Airbnb

Homeaway

Instagram

Flipkey

2,000,000

Number of Interactions

amount of market share and recognition the brand has.

6,000,000

282

1,000,000

Roomorama

0

Instagram Interactions

interactions.
Airbnb, the market leader takes 97% of total Twitter interactions,

Instagram

86% of total Facebook interactions and 98% of total Instagram
interactions among these five players.

1,453
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Roomorama
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Case Study: Airbnb
Monitoring social media presence on a micro level will enable brands to understand virality — the
cause of peaks in social presence by volume. By using Meltwater’s media intelligence platform,
brands can differentiate between actual viral news or bots. The peak on 22nd October 2016 was
contributed by a bot named “@StylishRental”, whose account has since been deactivated. Brands
are also able to benchmark against competitors, allowing them to quickly find out potential viral

Number of Mentions

moments in real time to newsjack effectively.
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2,500

2,500

2,000

2,000

1,500

1,500

1,000

1,000

500

500

0
Oct 1 2016

Date

0
Mar 31 2017

Airbnb Social

Capitalising on popular events or trends would enable brands to deliver content that would
resonate with social media users, fuelling their conversations, leading to increased engagement.
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AIRBNB’S GLOBAL TWITTER STRATEGY

Airbnb

HomeAway

88%

9%

As a disrupter, Airbnb also has an aggressive
social media strategy to cope with demand.

RELATIVE
SHARE OF
FOLLOWERS

Airbnb has the largest share of interactions
and followers on Twitter in the sharing
economy industry.

RELATIVE
SHARE OF
INTERACTIONS
HomeAway
3%

Airbnb
97%

Upon digging deeper, we found the keywords that were most
used on Airbnb’s Twitter:
#LiveIntheMovies: Airbnb’s Twitter campaign during the 2016
Oscars. Upon using social media listening tools, they found that
conversations on Twitter spiked during commercial break. That
was when they posted a short video with the question “If you could
live in any movie, what would it be?” Thereafter, they matched the
replies with Airbnb listings.
#AirBnbOpen: Airbnb Open is an annual host convention
that includes workshops, keynote presentations, and festive
celebrations.
#weaccept:

The top three tweets (based on number of

interactions) of Airbnb are related to a social cause — the
#weaccept campaign, backed by CEO Brian Chesky.
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Flipkey 2%
Roomorama
1%

WHAT AIRBNB HAS DONE DIFFERENTLY
Airbnb’s CEO, Brian Chesky, is a good example of how brands
should utilise Twitter to bring a human touch to their brands.
Chesky does not only post a thought provoking tweet but goes
further to reply to users who gave suggestions. Through this
conversation, he can gain insights into what consumers want.
Through his various conversations with countless individuals, it
seems that Chesky takes note of customer feedback, as seen
from his replies like “popular request” with regards to certain
recommendations.
The fact that the CEO is communicating directly with the public
has changed people’s perception of how CEOs are supposed
to behave. Through this conversation, Airbnb not only manages
to get feedback from the people who matter, but also builds
up Chesky’s image as a down-to-earth CEO who listens to his
customers, which garners a lot of trust and respect.
This highlights the need for brands to understand the ways
that users engage in content posted by brands. In this case,
Twitter discussions give a more authentic take on the issues that
consumers face and fans can take an active role in the brand
direction.
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Part 4:
Online Travel Agents (OTA)
Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) is an alternative name for travel
websites that provide online booking services for hotels, airlines,
cars and other travel related services to users. They are an allin-one platform where consumers can research and book their
travels and they can normally enjoy discounted rates. The
immense growth of OTAs can be attributed to the value proposition
these sites offer to consumers – providing both real-time availability
and price comparison information.
Southeast Asia’s online travel spend is expected to reach $76
billion by 202514.By the end of 2017, online travel bookings will
account for 37% of all bookings in Asia Pacific, 45% in the U.S.,
and 52% in Europe as opposed to offline bookings such as
through travel agents15. Indonesia will be the fastest growing
online travel market in Asia Pacific through to 2020 but it will only
account for just 2% of the Asia Pacific online travel market16.
14 ‘Google Study Forecasts Southeast Asia Online Travel Market at $76 Billion in 2025’, Skift 9 Aug 2016
15 ‘Why do travelers prefer booking with OTAs?’, Travel Tripper 25 Aug 2016
16 ‘Trends that matter in online travel’, WebinTravel 10 Nov 2016
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OTA industry players:

This is demonstrated by the success of Agoda Indonesia’s Facebook page, as they lead the market
for number of interactions, which is double that of second placed Airbnb’s Facebook page.
The OTA industry has been said to be a duopoly with Expedia and Priceline Group garnering
most of the market share — a big contributing factor for this is the number of brands that both
companies own.
The leading online travel agencies in Thailand and Vietnam is Agoda, while Expedia tops the list of
OTAs in Singapore. OTAs typically depend on word-of-mouth recommendations, similar to that of
the short-term rental sites, purely because of the nature of the business model and network effects.
The social media handles listed below are used for analysis in this report:

Facebook Interactions

Twitter Interactions

Instagram Interactions

@agodaindonesia

5,634,186

@expedia

44,316

@tripadvisor

1,922,514

@TripAdvisor

698,650

@tripadvisor

41,862

@expedia

124,371

@Expedia.co.th

85,957

@agoda

0

@agoda

58,706

Expedia is a world leader in the OTA industry, with a brand portfolio including HomeAway, Hotels.
com and Trivago. Expedia’s strategy is clear. They are able to cement its position as the market
leader by building a strong presence in various categories of online travel, e.g., Metasearch through
Trivago, corporate travel through Egencia and the short-term rentals industry through HomeAway17.

17 ‘Ctrip Joins Priceline and Expedia as Global Giant’, Skift 7 Jul 2016
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All three companies have different business models. Expedia focuses on merchant revenue, which occurs when hotels sell rooms to OTAs in bulk at
a discount, and then the OTAs then sell to customers at a mark-up. Priceline focuses on agency revenue, whereby they are able to earn commission
when hotels list their services on their website, without OTAs having to purchase any rooms. Finally, TripAdvisor is driven by advertising such as
advert placements on their website.
There is an interesting relationship between hotel brands and OTAs. High commission rates from every booking facilitated threatens a sizable percentage
of hotels’ revenue, however being listed on OTAs definitely gives hotels more exposure to consumers —albeit more beneficial for independent brands.
This report will be focusing on the top three OTAs with a strong presence in ASEAN 6 — Expedia.com, Agoda.com and TripAdvisor.com.

OTA Brand Analysis
Agoda dominates the social media sphere, capturing just over 60% of the share of voice, followed by TripAdvisor at 30.46%. Upon analysing where
the bulk of the content originates from, we found that the top two countries contributing the most amount of content on social media are as follows:
Expedia: Philippines (36%) and Indonesia (24%), Agoda: Thailand (54%) and Indonesia (24%), TripAdvisor: Indonesia (48%) and Philippines (18%)

30%
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12,000

9%
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Social Media Presence
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Agoda
61%

12,000

Insights from Facebook
There seems to be an inverse relationship on Facebook for OTAs between the number of posts and
the number of interactions.
The top two posts on the most active Facebook page among OTAs, (Agoda Indonesia) used the
hashtag #agodabasecamp, which was a campaign by Agoda targeted at millennial travellers
from Indonesia featuring local destinations.
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0
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Facebook
The content strategy behind the Facebook posts on Agoda Indonesia, Expedia Thailand and TripAdvisor is vastly different.
Agoda Indonesia’s Facebook campaign is driven by user generated content, which seems to drive the high number of interactions they have. Expedia
Thailand’s Facebook page is filled with promotions of the various destinations that they offer. TripAdvisor’s Facebook page frequently ask their fans
direct questions such as “why do you travel?” to encourage active conversation.
Expedia has a far larger Facebook fanbase in comparison to Agoda. (Number of followers are based on their global pages as there is no breakdown
of followers for subpages). Agoda seems to be focused on the Asia Pacific market, while Expedia caters to the global market.
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Insights from Twitter

TripAdvisor 49%

TripAdvisor
89%

Expedia
51%

TripAdvisor has the largest share of followers

Expedia

(89.57%) whilst Expedia has a larger share of
the interactions (51%) on Twitter.
It is interesting to note that Agoda is the only

10%

RELATIVE
SHARE OF
INTERACTIONS

RELATIVE
SHARE OF
FOLLOWERS

Agoda
1%

OTA amongst the three companies that does
not use Twitter to engage with customers.
This could potentially be due to their
focused efforts on fewer channels and thus
communication with fans is less diversified.
After digging deeper to find out how Expedia could capture such
a large share of interactions with a much smaller following base,
we found that @Expedia, the most active Twitter account among the
OTAs, replied to tweets on an average of 25 times a day, with a peak
of 89 tweets on 9th October 2016.
On top of that, Expedia has an #ExpediaChat Twitter campaign
which enables Twitter users to converse with Expedia directly about
travel topics, subtly fuelling their wanderlust and desire to travel –
something other brands could learn from.
A large majority of Expedia’s responses to consumers are the same:
Although it may seem scripted and lacking a personal touch, this is
a great way for consumers to reach out to brands to receive near
immediate replies.
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Insights from Instagram
For a more accurate representation, global Instagram accounts
of OTAs are used as not all OTAs have local accounts. For
Instagram, there is no evident trend between the number of posts
and number of interactions.
TripAdvisor is the King of Instagram among the OTAs, having 15
and 33 times more interactions as compared to Expedia and
Agoda respectively.
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Deep diving into TripAdvisor’s Instagram activity, we found that
the top hashtags are: #hotelgoals (49 posts), #travellerschoice (38
posts), #TripAdvisorDiscovery (12). The top three posts featured
scenic pictures of exotic countries, namely Spain, Cambodia and

Instagram

Brazil.

Across all social media platforms, the top posts carry a common theme: exotic locations.
Brands are helping consumers to explore different parts of the world virtually, in the hope that
it inspires future travel plans.
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Part 5:
Final Thoughts
Industry comparison

TripAdvisor 9%
Sheraton 5%

Agoda

by Sheraton at 17%. For social media channels, Airbnb dominated over 55% of the total SOV

4%

Shangri-La

with the other brands, some of which have been in operation much longer. For news
publications, Airbnb captured over 21% of the total SOV on news channels, followed closely

Marina
Bay Sands

17%

Airbnb has the largest share of voice on both news and social media channels, in comparison

SHARE OF
VOICE OF
SOCIAL

Airbnb
55%

Expedia

3%

Ritz-Carlton
W Hotels 1%

on social channels, with the next closest, TripAdvisor, at only 17%.
Across all social media platforms, the top two handles with the most number of interactions
belong to the sharing economy and OTAs. The top two handles across all social media
platform are as follows:
Shangri-La

•

Facebook: @agodaindonesia and @tripadvisor

•

Twitter: @airbnb and @expedia

•

Instagram: @airbnb and @tripadvisor

TripAdvisor 13%
Expedia 6%

14%

Ritz-Carlton

SHARE OF
VOICE OF
NEWS

Marina
Bay Sands
14%

This can be attributed to the rising popularity of these disruptive business models in the
Sheraton
17%
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6%

Agoda
6%

W Hotels
1%

hospitality industry, threatening traditional hotels.

Airbnb 21%

4%

2%

After consolidating all of the most active social media accounts across all 13 brands, undoubtedly Airbnb has been the most effective brand as they
have consistently been in the top two spots for interactions across Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
Note: Localised accounts are used for Airbnb and HomeAway when comparing across hotels, sharing economy and OTAs. Combined accounts are used when comparing within OTAs.
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@Ritzcarlton 3%

INTERACTIONS
(TWITTER)

@ShangriLaHotels 3%
@homeaway 2%
@whotels
1%

Conclusion
Hotels, sharing economy and OTAs — are they friends or foes?
Disruption is inevitable in today’s digital world and we have seen that players such as Airbnb are
game changing. Instead of viewing disruption as a threat to the company’s bottom line, brands
should embrace it and capitalise on any opportunities in the industry similar to Ritz-Carlton’s
social media strategy, which focuses on high engagement with fans and posting frequency.
Social media platforms enable brands to stay on top of consumers’ needs, wants and sentiments.
Social media did not revolutionise the industry but it did change the way that brands interact
with their customers.
With the advent of OTAs, travellers are communicating directly with one another via customer
review platforms such as TripAdvisor. Travellers may perceive these platforms to be more
trustworthy, in comparison with posts on the brands’ owned channels. Sites like TripAdvisor
have made it easy for travellers to acquire a huge amount of information online about a greater
number of hotels and consumers can also read guest reviews which would enable them to make a
better judgement. Agoda and Expedia have also given consumers the power to get better deals as
opposed to booking directly with hotels. Coupled with the advancement of Metasearch engines,
consumers can also now compare across OTAs to find the best deal.
The sharing economy has disrupted the industry by creating and filling a gap in the market —
giving people the unique opportunity to stay in a local’s home for a fraction of the price of a hotel.
This has changed the way consumers think about travel and opened their minds to the myriad
of experiences that they can get. Among all the different stakeholders, the clear winners of this
industry’s disruption are the consumers.
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With so many developments and uncertainty going on in the hospitality industry, it will be exciting
to see how this will pan out. Will Airbnb evolve into an OTA or a “hotel” operator? How will Expedia
integrate HomeAway into its portfolio of brands? What will the relationship be like between hotels
and the sharing economy?
With OTAs, consumers are exposed to a myriad of hotel choices – hotels that they may not have
even heard of. Likewise, hotels get more exposure with the help of OTAs as well, especially small
and medium-sized hotels that lack publicity. Hotels may perceive that OTAs are deterring travellers
from booking directly on hotel websites. On the contrary, OTAs may even increase direct hotel
bookings. By being listed on OTAs, more hotels now become part of the traveller’s consideration
list. We have seen that many travellers will then book directly on the hotel’s websites rather than
through the OTA.
Furthermore, with more consumers willing to pay for experiences than goods, certain segments of
consumers are leaning towards gaining more unique experiences through the sharing economy.
Hotel brands can leverage this through social media by emphasising the unique experiences they
offer as well. Hotels and OTAs are currently fiercely competing for direct bookings. Only time can
tell whether they will collaborate or draw a line between them.
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About Meltwater

Meltwater, a pioneer of media intelligence and now Outside Insight,
gives businesses the information advantage they need to stay
ahead. More than 30,000 companies have used Meltwater’s media
intelligence to stay on top of billions of online conversations and
extract relevant insights to strategically manage their brands.
With nearly 20 years of experience analyzing data, Meltwater is

Learn More About Data-Driven PR
To find out more about how Meltwater can shape and measure
your programs, take a look at our additional resources.

dedicated to personal, global service built on the local expertise
of 60 offices across six continents. Meltwater is also committed to
fostering the data science ecosystem through MEST, a pan-African

Meltwater Blog

Meltwater Resources

entrepreneurial program and incubator, and Shack15, a global data
science community. Learn more at Meltwater.com.
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